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Introduction
McNabney Marsh is a 138‐acre managed brackish marsh located just east of the City of Martinez in
unincorporated Contra Costa County, California. It is bordered by Waterfront Road to the north,
Interstate 680 to the west, Arthur Road to the south, and Waterbird Regional Preserve to the east (See
Figure 1 and Figure 2). The surrounding lands are comprised of industrial, transportation, residential,
and open space land uses. Industrial land uses include oil refineries, an auto salvage yard, a tree service
yard, a concrete plant, and a municipal waste disposal facility. Transportation land uses include
Interstate Highway 680, Contra Costa County’s Waterfront Road and Waterbird Way, and the Union
Pacific Rail Road (UPRR). Residential land includes the Vine Hill neighborhood. The Martinez Gun Club,
Waterbird Regional Preserve, and the Martinez Regional Shoreline Park constitute surrounding open
space and recreational lands.
Presently, the marsh is jointly owned by the Mt. View Sanitary District (MVSD) and the East Bay Regional
Park District (EBRPD) with an easement that gives MVSD management authority for the entire 138 acres.
In the past, the marsh has been jointly managed by MVSD, EBRPD, the Contra Costa County Mosquito
and Vector Control District, and California Department of Fish and Wildlife (CDFW).
MVSD provides wastewater collection and treatment for a portion of the City of Martinez and
unincorporated Contra Costa County. In lieu of disposing treated wastewater into the bay via a deep
water outfall, MVSD reclaims the water for use in Moorhen Marsh as beneficial habitat for a variety of
plant and animal species. Moorhen Marsh drains to Peyton Slough and travels through a culvert under
Highway 680 and subsequently into McNabney Marsh. MVSD seeks to manage both marshes to
maximize habitat value for native plant and wildlife species, but is constrained by infrastructure,
subsidence, and tide gate operations and management. Moorhen Marsh has its own management plan
and falls outside of the scope of this document. To advance its vision for McNabney Marsh, MVSD
retained Ducks Unlimited (DU) to conduct an assessment of the wetland and develop a management
plan for improving its functions and values.
This management plan provides a brief overview of the site, identifies goals and objectives for the
marsh, and details actions that can be taken to move towards achieving those goals and objectives.
Challenges and impacts of the identified actions, as well as recommendations for monitoring and
adaptive management are also discussed. This management plan is intended to serve as a tool to assist
MVSD in meeting their goals and objectives now and into the future. Implementation of the proposed
actions will lead to more diverse habitat, improved water quality, improved water management
capability, and improved public perception and use of the marsh.
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Figure 1: Vicinity Map

Figure 2: Site Map
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Overview
Historically, McNabney Marsh was a brackish tidal marsh surrounded by steep topography and
connected to Suisun Bay and the Carquinez Strait via Peyton Slough. The marsh was subjected to a
number of land use changes following diking in the late 1800s (Figure 3). A major railroad constructed in
the 1880s separated McNabney Marsh from the bay. Construction of roads, dikes, and mosquito
abatement ditches further altered the hydrology of the site. The site was eventually converted to
rangeland for nearly 100 years. In 1984, MVSD purchased an initial 22 acres of land as a discharge site
for its treated effluent, beginning their involvement in McNabney Marsh. In order to meet changing
dilution requirements, McNabney Marsh was expanded twice before reaching its current area of 138
acres. Supplied by MVSD’s freshwater discharge of up to 2 million gallons per day (MGD)1, McNabney
Marsh effectively functioned as a freshwater marsh that supported many species of nesting birds, other
wildlife, and plants. Though some residual salts in the soils may have persisted, freshwater vegetation
characterized the site for the next 25 years.

Figure 3: Marsh Timeline
In 1988, a leaking oil tank on the Shell Martinez Refinery property, located west of Highway 680 and
adjacent to MVSD’s treatment plant, spilled an estimated 400,000 gallons of heavy crude oil. Oil filled
present‐day McNabney Marsh to a depth of four inches and flowed into the Carquinez Strait, Suisun
Bay, and San Pablo Bay. Many federal, state, and local agency personnel, oil company representatives,
cleanup contractors, scientists, and concerned citizens responded to the spill. After the cleanup was
concluded, all the federal, state, and local agencies combined their interests into a consolidated claim.
Shell settled this claim, giving EBRPD ownership of 69 acres of McNabney Marsh and the adjacent
uplands as a result (Shell Oil Spill Litigation Settlement Trustee Committee, 2001).
Three major efforts, the Shell oil spill remediation effort, a separate San Francisco Bay Regional Water
Quality Control Board‐ordered clean‐up of Peyton Slough, and the landmark Baylands Ecosystem Habitat
Goals Report (1999), galvanized momentum to restore brackish conditions to McNabney Marsh. This
culminated in the Peyton Slough Remediation Project which was completed by EcoServices in 2006, and
re‐introduced tidal flows to McNabney Marsh through a new tide gate structure in 2009. The re‐
introduction of brackish water resulted in increased flooding depth and duration, higher salinity
conditions, and changes to plant and wildlife species presence, abundance, and distribution.
The McNabney Marsh shoreline has changed substantially since the 1860s as infrastructure and houses
were constructed in the vicinity. Historical changes of the site have been documented utilizing historic
charts, maps, and aerial photos of the marsh (Figure 4, maps by US Coast and Geodetic Survey.)
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Two MGD is the permitted discharge flow, average flow is 1.3 MGD.
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Current Conditions
Water levels in McNabney Marsh are constrained by infrastructure and 4 feet of land subsidence. The
marsh is unable to completely drain during low tides due to a relatively low bottom elevation and
constrictions in the system, in particular the UPRR Bridge. Water entering the marsh during high tide is
purposefully limited by the tide gates to reduce the potential for flooding. MVSD currently has plans to
replace the UPRR Bridge, which is predicted to reduce muting within McNabney Marsh (HDR, 2014).
EcoServices currently operates the tide gate structure as part of their regulatory mitigation
requirements. Once their obligation is met, which EcoServices anticipates will occur in fall 2016,
responsibility for the structure management may change. Despite these constraints, the marsh and
surrounding uplands still support a diverse community of native plant and wildlife species.
The Existing Conditions Report (DU, 2015, Appendix A) documents existing conditions within McNabney
Marsh and highlights a number of physical, infrastructure, and species constraints that influence or limit
existing management potential within the marsh.

Existing Management and Monitoring Regime
This section describes the existing management activities that occur in the marsh to establish a baseline
condition. Establishing this baseline will help facilitate understanding of the marsh’s current condition
and will provide an opportunity to compare and contrast future conditions against the present.
Existing Water Management
MVSD currently manages McNabney Marsh as a muted brackish marsh through coordination with
EcoServices, who operates the tide gate structure. MVSD’s management capabilities are limited by their
lack of control of the tide gate structure, dilapidated water management infrastructure on the site’s
interior, and constrictions in the system. This results in an extremely muted tidal system, averaging less
than 10% of the tidal range in the Carquinez Strait or 0.4 feet daily. Table 1 summarizes the tidal range in
the Carquinez Strait.
Table 1: Comparison Of Tidal Datums In The Carquinez Strait
NGVD29
MLLW (ft)
(ft)
1
MHHW
5.3
3.4
2
EX. MARSH PLAIN
4.9
3.0
1
MTL
2.8
0.9
1
MLLW
0.0
‐1.9

NAVD88
(ft)
5.9
5.5
3.4
0.5

1

Taken at Martinez‐Amorco Pier, NOAA Station ID: 9415102
Based on elevations of the existing marsh plain outboard of the
tide gate structure.
2

MVSD has two water control structures that control water flows to and from Peyton Slough into the East
and West Channels. Typically, these water control structures are left open and not used to control water
flows. Dilapidated infrastructure limits the effectiveness of these structures. More information about
the current water management infrastructure can be found in Appendix A.
There are three separate water management regimes that are utilized as conditions require; constant
high water, fill and drain, and discharge only. These are described further below. Details of the water
control infrastructure can be found on the Existing Conditions Map, provided in Appendix D. The intent
5
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of these three regimes is to provide a general overview of the primary management actions currently in
use. The reader should note that water management is more complicated than can be addressed in this
document.
Constant High Water
High water management is utilized during nesting season (typically March through July) to discourage
ground nests from being established and then flooded. This strategy also allows EcoServices to
effectively water the South Spread Area. The goal of this regime is to manage the daily high water
elevation within McNabney Marsh to no more than 1.0 feet NGVD29 (2.5 feet on the staff gauge on the
Peyton Slough side of the East Channel water control structure.) This is achieved by opening one of the
sluice gates on the tide gate structure approximately 15‐30 inches, depending on the tides. This will
typically produce a muted diurnal tide range in McNabney Marsh of around 0.4 feet. Once the targeted
water level is achieved the gate requires some manipulation, generally being adjusted twice weekly to
respond to changes in the tides. During this management regime, EcoServices will “pop” the tide gates
to provide additional water to the South Spread Area. “Popping” consists of opening the gates for a
short period of time during a high tide to temporarily raise water levels in the South Spread Area
without significantly increasing water levels in McNabney Marsh.
Discharge Only
Discharge only management is implemented during the winter months and allows the marsh to
discharge storm water quickly to minimize flood risk. It is typically done during periods when the South
Spread Area is receiving sufficient water from rainfall and doesn’t need tidal water to irrigate the
pickleweed. This regime is accomplished by closing all tide gates. Water levels in the marsh are lowered,
creating storm water storage capacity in McNabney Marsh. This is important because water levels in the
Carquinez Strait are commonly elevated during storm events, which reduces the amount of time that
the site can discharge.
Fill/Drain
The fill and drain water management action allows for maximum water exchange in the subsided and
constrained marsh. This management action is useful in discouraging algal blooms in the summer and
early fall when water temperatures are at their highest. Fill and drain is achieved by opening the tide
gates for two days to raise the water surface elevation, and then closing them for four days to lower it.
This process lowers water levels to a point that is not achievable under other management regimes. The
amount the gates are opened and closed depends on the tides, weather, resulting water levels in the
marsh, and gate management requests. During its implementation in 2014, 2015, and 2016 this
management strategy has had mixed results. Sometimes this regime successfully lowered water levels,
sometimes the tides did not allow the site to drain as extensively as desired.
Existing Vegetation Management
Currently, there are no significant vegetation management activities at McNabney Marsh. MVSD
performs limited weed management consisting of weed eating and mowing in areas for access. This is
usually done once in the spring and once in the fall with biological monitors working alongside the
mowing crew to protect wildlife. Vegetation is also cleared from islands and vegetation piles are
occasionally created to encourage water bird nesting in higher elevation areas.
Existing Wildlife Management and Monitoring
Habitat for ground nesting birds is managed by monitoring water levels and trying to keep the maximum
elevation around 1.0 feet NAVD29 (2.5 feet by the east channel staff gauge) to discourage nesting in low
6
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areas that could be flooded by tide gate operations. See discussion in the Existing Water Management
section for further information. Artificial nesting rafts are deployed throughout the marsh to provide
additional nesting habitat for ground nesting shorebirds. Nesting boxes have been installed along the
shoreline of the marsh and there is an osprey nesting platform on one of the existing islands. MVSD
monitors bird nesting annually with a focus on ground nesting species. There is no existing predator
control at McNabney Marsh.
In August 2016, staff from CDFW conducted a salt marsh harvest mouse (SMHM) survey including
genetic analysis in McNabney Marsh. At least twelve individual SMHM were detected during 315 trap
nights and the collection of hair samples. As of this writing, analytical results are not yet available.
A newly implemented river otter study is monitoring otter use of the District’s wetlands including
McNabney Marsh beginning September 2016.
Existing Trash Control
Republic Services removes litter along Waterfront Road and Waterbird Way twice weekly through an
existing agreement with MVSD. MVSD’s biologist generally surveys the roads weekly to ensure garbage
is being adequately controlled. The Contra Costa Resources Conservation District has organized
cleanups for Coast Cleanup Day in 2015 and 2016 using volunteers from the local community. In
addition, MVSD periodically organizes marsh cleanups in April for Earth Day.
Existing Public Access and Outreach
Public access to McNabney Marsh is currently limited. MVSD allows viewing of the wetlands from the
observation platform located on the plant access road. However, access to the platform is only available
during business hours (7:00 am – 4:30 pm Monday‐Friday) and the first Saturday of every month. Access
for hikers and wildlife enthusiasts is also available via Waterbird Regional Preserve, but visitors are kept
some distance from the water’s edge by a fence. Waterbird Regional Preserve is open daily from dawn
to dusk. MVSD is not aware of any regularly scheduled EBRPD activities that occur at Waterbird Regional
Preserve.
MVSD’s District Biologist provides two to four wetlands birding field trips to the public each year which
include McNabney Marsh as seen from the observation platform. Usually, two outings occur in the
spring and one or two in the fall. MVSD advertises these walks in their newsletter, on their website, and
on the MVSD Facebook page. Special programs on MVSD’s nesting raft program are also offered to the
public, usually in the summer. MVSD leads an award‐winning Wetlands Field Trip Program for
elementary school students to their adjacent Moorhen Marsh, but McNabney Marsh is not currently
utilized for this program due to a lack of facilities and safe access. College and university students from
Diablo Valley College, St. Mary’s College of California, and Cal State East Bay have used McNabney
Marsh for wetland field trips and investigations. Mt. Diablo Audubon Society provides two annual field
trips, conducts the annual Christmas Bird Count, and has a nearly two year Phenology study underway at
McNabney Marsh.
MVSD posts to their Facebook page 1‐2 times weekly, but posting topics aren’t always related to
McNabney Marsh. MVSD also uses their onsite billboard for public service announcements including
pollution prevention messages in September and messages for American Wetlands Month in May.
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Vision, Goals, and Objectives
MVSD’s vision for McNabney marsh is a healthy, well‐functioning marsh that engages and enriches the
local community. MVSD seeks to decrease the management cost burden on its rate payers, and to
manage McNabney Marsh for a range of brackish wetland habitats benefiting a broad array of native
species. Over the long term, MVSD envisions a marsh dominated by native wetland vegetation with a
rich mosaic of slough channels, upland refugia habitat, and a natural wetland‐upland transition zone.
As described above, MVSD seeks to restore the system to one that is dominated by vegetated marsh as
opposed to open water. McNabney Marsh has been referred to as “McNabney Bathtub” by one
stakeholder, which encapsulates the reality that vegetation occurs primarily along the upland edge, and
along aging and deteriorated internal levees. MVSD understands this is a vision that will require long
term planning to implement. Even if the vision is only partially implemented, MVSD believes marsh
health will be improved relative to current conditions. Depending on which actions are implemented,
some of the potential benefits include: enhanced habitat for native marsh‐dependent species, additional
nesting and foraging habitat for resident and migratory birds, improved water quality and circulation,
increased tidal range, and greater resemblance to historical conditions.
The goals and objectives identified herein lay out a pathway to achieving MVSD’s vision for McNabney
Marsh. The goals detail the general management targets while the objectives are directed towards
discrete outcomes. Robust goals and objectives form the foundation upon which successful marsh
management and restoration is built. Collectively, they directly inform the management, future
improvements, and scientific evaluation of the marsh. It should be recognized that there are a large
number of unknowns that could dramatically affect what is possible to achieve on the site.
Consequently, MVSD has selected broad and overarching goals that will guide the management of the
marsh, while selecting objectives that are more focused and specific. MVSD is committed to revisiting
this plan annually, and will refine goals and objectives as the need arises and unknowns are resolved.
MVSD has identified three main overarching goals that will advance progress towards this broad, long‐
term vision: improve marsh health, improve water management, and improve community connection
and use of the marsh. These goals and their underlying objectives are described in detail below and are
summarized in Table 2.
Goal: Improve Marsh Health
The current health of McNabney Marsh does not meet MVSD’s expectations. While there are important
habitats and species currently utilizing the marsh, both could be expanded and improved upon. In an
ideal world McNabney Marsh might be fully returned to its historic condition. Changing climate and
rising sea levels put that vision in peril for all bay wetlands. Extensive urban infrastructure surrounding
the site contributes to the current state of habitat quality and quantity as well as limiting the
opportunities for enhancements. Ironically, the best path to a more natural system may be more
manipulation and management. Ideally, MVSD could manage McNabney Marsh for a range of
conditions, including algae control, protection of nesting birds, and for increased intertidal habitat.
MVSD has identified the following objectives that will help improve overall marsh health:
Objectives:
A. Create a marsh complex system dominated by vegetated marsh rather than open water:
MVSD’s vision is a site dominated by vegetated marsh interspersed with channels and mudflat. This
can be achieved by reducing average water depths to a level that encourages emergent vegetation,
such as cattails and bulrush. Lowering the managed water surface, raising site elevations through
8
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sediment import to reverse decades of subsidence, or a combination of both will achieve this
objective. Additional vegetated marsh habitat will benefit a number of water birds and marsh‐
dependent species. Decreasing the acreage of stagnant open water would also reduce the available
area for algae blooms and diminish subsequent odor issues.
B. Enhance transition zone habitat – McNabney Marsh’s eastern and southern boundaries are
ideally situated to have a natural wetland to upland transition zone. Habitat quality could be
improved by invasive species control, native replanting efforts, an increased tidal range, and other
measures.
C. Increase native species diversity – From the charismatic river otter, western pond turtle (WPT),
and SMHM, to a broad suite of aquatic and wetland‐dependent bird species, McNabney Marsh
already supports diverse native wildlife. Both species richness and abundance could be enhanced
by increasing the amount of mudflat, native vegetation, and improving habitat quality and quantity.
Since McNabney Marsh is dominated by open water, increasing edge, mudflat, and wetland habitat
would increase habitat for foraging shorebirds and marsh species; more closely mimicking historic
conditions.
D. Enhance habitat for marsh‐dependent special status species, such as SMHM, California black
rail (CBR), and WPT – A number of special status species rely on McNabney Marsh for part or all of
their life cycle, and MVSD seeks to enhance habitat for these species.
E. Improve nesting and foraging habitat for water birds and marsh birds – MVSD already engages
in a number of enhancement activities to benefit water birds and marsh birds. This includes
installing nesting rafts for shorebirds and an osprey nesting platform. MVSD seeks to further
improve nesting and foraging habitat for water birds and marsh birds by providing additional
natural and artificial nesting habitat. Marsh birds in this context are considered to be native bird
species that rely on wetlands for part or all of their life cycle (e.g. rails, wrens, yellowthroat, and
sparrows).
F. Reduce the frequency and intensity of harmful and/or odiferous algal blooms – MVSD is
pursuing both short term and long term solutions to reduce the growth of algae and decrease the
conditions that favor large harmful and nuisance algal blooms. Algae blooms can be toxic to wildlife
and their odors can impact the Vine Hill community.
G. Improve water quality – Low dissolved oxygen conditions occur with some regularity within the
marsh and can be harmful to fish and other aquatic species. Algae, nutrients, and pollutant run‐on
are all possible contributing factors. Improving water quality benefits fish and wildlife and could
decrease the severity and frequency of harmful and nuisance algae blooms.
H. Increase tidal prism – The tidal range within McNabney Marsh is extremely limited, varying only
0.4 feet a day on average. There is some variability associated with storm events, inflow from
Moorhen Marsh, and management of the tide gate structure. Increased tidal prism would more
closely mimic natural conditions, would increase mudflat and marsh habitat benefiting water birds
and wetland‐dependent species, and would improve water quality by increasing circulation in the
marsh.
I. Control invasive plant species – MVSD seeks to control invasive plant species to the extent
feasible within McNabney Marsh, and to locally eradicate invasive species where possible.
Reducing invasive plants will help native habitats and species gain a foothold in the marsh.
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J. Reduce trash in marsh – The northern end of McNabney Marsh borders Waterfront Road, which
is the only access into and out of a transfer station and a green waste landfill. A substantial quantity
of trash blows off of both commercial and private vehicles heading to these facilities and into
McNabney Marsh. Accumulated trash impacts water quality, vegetation, fish, and wildlife. It also
impairs aesthetic appreciation of the marsh.
K. Establish new partnerships and improve those that currently exist – MVSD views partnerships
as integral to their overall management strategy for McNabney Marsh. Partnerships with
organizations such as EBRPD, EcoServices, Republic Services, Contra Costa County, Contra Costa
Resource Conservation District, Shell Martinez Refinery, The River Otter Ecology Project, CDFW,
and others are critical to achieving stated habitat improvement goals within McNabney Marsh.
L. Meet regulatory requirements – MVSD is committed to meeting their NPDES and other
regulatory requirements for discharge from Moorhen Marsh into McNabney Marsh.
Goal: Improve Community Connection and Use of Marsh
MVSD seeks to improve community connection to and use of the marsh. In this highly urbanized system,
MVSD understands human dimensions of natural resources are a critical element for attaining their
vision for the marsh, and believes that making the marsh a desirable destination for people to visit, bird
watch, hike, and explore would be beneficial to both the marsh and the surrounding community. MVSD
understands that habitat enhancements and improved water control infrastructure may be required to
more fully engage surrounding communities and improve public perception. MVSD has identified the
following objectives that will help improve community connection and use of the marsh:
Objectives:
M. Provide higher quality public access and use especially for the Vine Hill community – Existing
access from the Vine Hill community to the site is limited, and MVSD would like to provide
additional opportunities for access and use of the marsh.
N. Improve perception of marsh and connection to marsh by the Vine Hill community – Some Vine
Hill neighborhood residents’ perception of the marsh was adversely impacted since nuisance odors
became an issue in 2014. MVSD seeks to improve both perception of and appreciation for the
marsh.
O. Increase engagement, involvement, sense of ownership of the marsh by the Vine Hill
neighborhood and the larger community – MVSD seeks to strengthen community engagement,
involvement, and stewardship of the site.
P. Reduce trash in marsh – A large quantity of trash blows into the marsh from vehicles traveling
to the transfer station and landfill. Illegal dumping along Waterfront Road can also be an issue.
MVSD seeks to improve community connection to the marsh by improving the overall appearance
and health of the marsh through trash reduction programs.
Q. Establish new partnerships and improve those that currently exist – Partnerships are critical to
improving community connection to and use of the marsh and will be necessary to create effective
trash reduction programs, working with neighboring landowners on land management practices
that are beneficial to McNabney Marsh, and creating additional public access and recreational
opportunities for the local community.
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R. Improve perception of the marsh from the larger community – MVSD seeks to improve the
larger community’s perception of the marsh and enhance its status as a regional destination for
birders, wildlife watchers, hikers, photographers, and others.
Goal: Improve Water Management
McNabney Marsh is highly constrained and has very little tidal fluctuation. Frequently, north winds
push algae into the south end of the marsh near the Vine Hill community. MVSD has received odor
complaints from neighboring residents during the summer and early fall of 2014 and 2015. The cause of
these odors may be decaying biomass from the remnants of a large algal bloom from 2012. MVSD is
seeking to improve habitat quality, increase management flexibility, and decrease the frequency and
severity of large algal blooms. Achieving these goals will result in improved habitat quality and quantity,
increased native species diversity, and increased public and stakeholder engagement, appreciation for,
and use of the marsh. MVSD has identified the following objectives that will improve water
management:
Objectives:
S. Improve water management capabilities – Improved water management capabilities will
increase MVSD’s management flexibility (i.e. take a more proactive or passive approach). This could
include upgrades to the existing water control infrastructure, and/or the installation of new
infrastructure.
T. Increase circulation – Increased circulation would improve water quality by decreasing
stagnation and may substantially reduce the frequency and intensity of algal blooms. This could be
achieved by increasing the amount of water entering and exiting the marsh, or by recirculating
water within the marsh.
U. Improve control of tide gates – Improving control of the tide gates will provide improved water
management capability and enable the site to be managed for a greater tidal range. Currently,
EcoServices manages the tide gates and MVSD has limited control. Tide gate operation is currently
limited to hours when select EcoServices staff are available, and there are often multiple
consecutive days when these staff are not onsite to change the tide gate settings.
V. Maintain/enhance protection for Waterfront Road and other surrounding infrastructure –
McNabney Marsh is surrounded by low‐lying infrastructure including Waterfront Road, Highway
680, the UPRR rail line, petroleum pipelines, Vine Hill storm drains, and other utilities. Future
improvements to the marsh should maintain or enhance existing levels of protection for this
infrastructure. Enhancement activities may need to be timed and dependent upon completion of
infrastructure upgrades. The quantity and breadth of infrastructure owners and operators adjacent
to the marsh makes this a challenging prospect.
W. Improve resilience to climate change – Currently, the site is protected from flooding by the tide
gate structure. This structure controls the amount of tidal water that enters the site while allowing
storm water to drain to the Carquinez Strait. Sea level is projected to rise up to 6 feet in the next 10
years and the frequency and severity of storms is anticipated to increase over the coming century
(IPCC, 2014.) Climate change will exacerbate excessive water depths and flooding issues due to
storms and tides. Management decisions to improve resiliency to climate change will be crucial to
the longevity of habitat in McNabney and for protection of surrounding infrastructure. It is also
noteworthy that the existing configuration of the tide gate and Bayfront levee do provide an
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increased level of flood protection for infrastructure and low‐lying neighboring landowners relative
to what would be provided if the tide gates and bayfront levee were removed.
X. Establish new partnerships and improve those that currently exist – Though ownership is in
dispute, EcoServices has operated and continues to operate and maintain the tide gate structure.
Contra Costa Mosquito and Vector Control District was the acknowledged owner of the original tide
gate structure on the historic Peyton Slough alignment but has disavowed any ownership or
operation of the structure following realignment. The San Francisco Bay Regional Water Quality
Control Board has expressed its interest in seeing that the tide gates continue to be operated once
Eco Service’s management obligations are met. It is likely that a separate entity such as a Joint
Powers Authority or an existing County entity will be needed to best manage the tide gates to
benefit a majority of stakeholders. Additional partnerships with UPRR and Contra Costa County
Transportation could prove beneficial. UPRR has been engaged on the UPRR bridge replacement
project, and there is still considerable work to be done to complete that project. A relationship with
County Transportation will prove essential for any work to raise or protect Waterfront Road.
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Table 2. Summary of Goals and Objectives

Goals:

Improve Marsh Health
A) Create a marsh complex system
dominated by vegetated marsh rather than
open water.
B) Enhance transition zone habitat.
C) Increase native species diversity.

Objectives:

Improve Community Connection
and Use of the Marsh
M) Provide higher quality public access and
use especially for Vine Hill community.
N) Improve perception of marsh and
connection to marsh by Vine Hill community.
O) Increase engagement, involvement, sense
of ownership of marsh by Vine Hill
neighborhood and the larger community.

D) Enhance habitat for marsh‐dependent
special status species such as SMHM, CBR,
and WPT

P) Reduce trash in marsh.

E) Improve nesting and foraging habitat for
water birds and marsh birds.

Q) Establish new partnerships and improve
those that currently exist

F) Reduce the frequency and intensity of
harmful and/or odiferous algal blooms.

R) Improve perception of the marsh from the
larger community.

G) Improve water quality.
H) Increase tidal prism.
I) Control invasive plant species.
J) Reduce trash in marsh.
K) Establish new partnerships and improve
those that currently exist
L) Meet regulatory requirements.
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Improve Water Management
S) Improve water management capabilities.
T) Increase circulation.
U) Improve control of tide gates.
V) Maintain/enhance protection for
Waterfront Road and other surrounding
infrastructure
W) Improve resilience to climate change
X) Establish new partnerships and improve
those that currently exist
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Actions
Actions are specific activities or projects that can be undertaken by MVSD and others to achieve
identified goals and objectives. Goals and objectives are critical ways to guide marsh management into
the future, actions are how you get there. MVSD and DU have identified a number of actions that can be
taken to work towards achieving both the long term vision and the three overarching goals. In a system
as complex and constrained as McNabney Marsh, one minor change has the ability to affect multiple
habitats, many species, and adjacent properties and infrastructure. Therefore, it is important to identify
the potential challenges and impacts that modifications could create.
Thirty actions are being considered to help achieve goals and objectives, with each action achieving one
or more objectives. Actions have been developed to a 10% design level, where applicable. These actions
have anticipated budgets, regulatory compliance burdens, and timeframes that vary greatly. While this
document attempts to anticipate challenges and impacts and utilize the most current data available,
there will certainly be unforeseen impacts to the system when actions are implemented. Therefore, it is
important to perform monitoring to evaluate effectiveness of actions and then adjust management of
the marsh accordingly. Each action description includes a section on monitoring and adaptive
management where key concerns are highlighted. It is important to stress that these actions may or may
not move forward based on the considerations enumerated in this document or for other reasons.
Actions are discussed in greater detail in the following section. A summary of goals, objectives, and
actions is included in Appendix B. The nexus of goals, objectives, and actions is shown in Table 3. Figure
5 explains the format of the actions presented in this document.
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Table 3. Nexus of Goals, Objectives, and Actions
Goals:
Actions:

Objectives:

Improve Community
Connection and Use of the
Marsh

Improve Marsh Health
A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

J

K

L

M

1. Increase Social Media Presence
2. Hold a Photography Contest
3. Monthly Press Releases
4. Create an Interactive Map
5. Expand Citizen Science Program

N

O

P

●
●
●
●
●

●
●
●
●
●

●
●
●
● ●
● ●
●

● ●

● ●
●

6. Improve Relationship with EBRPD

8. Provide Public Access at Existing Lot on
Waterfront Road
9. Improve Relationship with Republic
Services

●

10. Organize Trash Clean Up Days

● ● ●

11. Organize Native Planting Days

●
●

14. Coordinate Grazing Plan with EBRPD
15. Develop a Fish Monitoring Plan

●

U

V

W

X

●

● ●

16. Aerate the Marsh

●

17. Erect Trash Fencing

●

19. Install a Recirculation Pump in the South
Marsh

● ●
●

●
●
●

21. Replace Railroad Culvert

23. Dredge Peyton Slough

T

●

13. Comply with Existing NPDES Obligations

22. Dredge Channels and Build Earthen
Islands

S

● ●
●
●

●
●

12. Develop and Implement a Weed
Management Plan

20. Automate Tide Gate Structure

R

●

7. Improve Trail Network

18. Raise Marsh Elevations

Q

Improve Water Management

●
●

24. Improve MVSD Culverts
25. Improve Peyton Slough Levees
26. Strengthen Relationship with County
Public Works Division of Transportation
27. Protect Low Areas of Waterfront Road
28. Enlarge Tide Gate Structure
29. Organize Tide gate Stakeholders
30. Perform a Shoreline Analysis
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●
● ●
● ●
●
●
●
● ●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
● ●
●

McNabney Marsh
Management Plan
Title of
action

Overview of some key
considerations. Whether
or not permits are
anticipated, estimated
range of cost for
implementation, and
estimated amount of
time for implementation.

Low = $0 to $10,000
Med = $10,000 to $100,000
High = $100,000 +
Short = 0 to 6 months
Med = 6 months to 2 years
Long = 2 years +

Provides a
description
and
explanation of
the action.

Summarizes specific
goals and objectives
that are being
addressed by this
action. Actions are
grouped by the
goal(s) they achieve.

Identifies potential
issues that may be
encountered during
implementation and
possible adverse
impacts.

A discussion of what monitoring could be considered if
feasible and funding allows. Also discusses possible changes
that could be made to the implementation and management
of the action to adapt to undesirable impacts.
Figure 5: Format Of Actions Explained.
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McNabney Marsh
Management Plan
Action 1. Increase Social Media Presence
Permits Anticipated
No

Cost
Low

Timeline
Short

Description
This action seeks to increase use of social media outlets to improve public outreach and
enjoyment of the marsh. MVSD has an existing Facebook page and has interest in increasing
utilization and effectiveness of the site as well as exploring other social media outlets. MVSD
could utilize Facebook Promoted Posts targeting specific users in the region, highlighting work
done at McNabney Marsh including efforts to mitigate odors. MVSD could also create Twitter
and Instagram accounts. Twitter is a great way to link to stories and news updates from the
Facebook page and MVSD’s website while reaching a different demographic than Facebook. The
marsh provides a wealth of opportunities of content for Instagram, which is photo‐based, and
tends to skew younger in terms of user demographics. If used properly, social media provides an
effective tool outside of traditional media to spread MVSD’s messaging.
Goals and Objectives Advanced

Goals:

Improve Community Connection
and Use of the Marsh



Objectives:


Improve perception of and
connection to the marsh by the Vine
Hill neighborhood
Increase engagement, involvement,
and sense of ownership of the marsh
by Vine Hill neighborhood and the
larger community
Improve perception of the marsh by
the larger community

Challenges and Impacts
Content across each platform must be continually updated and managed, requiring personnel or
consultant time. If not updated regularly, each site risks losing viewers.
Monitoring and Adaptive Management
Analytics can be used, specifically Facebook’s advanced metrics, to break down how many times
a post has been viewed and its overall reach. Audience growth can be measured on other social
media sites by measuring the number of followers before and after content increase. Decisions
on whether to continue to utilize particular social media sites could be based on these results.
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Action 2. Hold a Photography Contest
Permits Anticipated
No

Cost
Low

Timeline
Short

Description
Encourage local photographers to take photographs of landscapes and wildlife. Offer prizes for
winners such as hats, t‐shirts, or inclusion on the MVSD “May is American Wetlands Month”
billboard. Monthly winners could be posted at the MVSD office, at special "monthly photo
winner" interpretive panel, and on MVSD's Facebook page. Promotes regular activity on the
Facebook page, encourages new and repeat visitors.
Goals and Objectives Advanced

Goals:

Improve Community Connection
and Use of the Marsh



Objectives:


Improve perception of and
connection to the marsh by the Vine
Hill neighborhood
Increase engagement, involvement,
and sense of ownership of the marsh
by Vine Hill neighborhood and the
larger community
Improve perception of the marsh by
the larger community

Challenges and Impacts
Prizes need to fit within MVSD budget while being attractive enough to entice participants.
Monitoring and Adaptive Management
Use analytics to track changes in usage due to contests. Equate number of participants to cost to
MVSD. Determine whether the cost of increased participants is worth the investment. Online
surveys of participants could be conducted to determine what makes them want or not want to
be involved in contests.
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Action 3. Monthly Press Releases
Permits Anticipated
No

Cost
Low

Timeline
Short

Description
This action is a monthly roundup/press release going out to Bay Area media highlighting news
from or about McNabney Marsh. This is a more traditional media outreach approach that
engages a different demographic than online outlets.
Goals and Objectives Advanced

Goals:

Improve Community Connection
and Use of the Marsh



Objectives:


Improve perception of and
connection to the marsh by the Vine
Hill neighborhood
Increase engagement, involvement,
and sense of ownership of the marsh
by Vine Hill neighborhood and the
larger community
Improve perception of the marsh by
the larger community

Challenges and Impacts
This is a more traditional way to interact with media but requires staff and/or consultant time
and adequate content. This approach runs the risk of alienating media outlets with continuous
“spam,” thereby hindering your ability to reach media when coverage is needed. Does provide
smaller news outlets that struggle to find stories to cover with easy content.
Monitoring and Adaptive Management
Utilize a simple Google search to track MVSD media mentions per week. Press release frequency
may need to be varied based on the publication. For example, the Martinez Gazette (a small,
local outlet) may desire monthly press releases, while larger regional outlets (such as the Contra
Costa Times) may be given press releases on an “as needed or as content warrants” basis.
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Action 4. Create an Interactive Map
Permits Anticipated
No

Cost
Low

Timeline
Short

Description
Create an interactive map on the MVSD website where bird watchers and wildlife enthusiasts
can post locations and pictures where they have sighted wildlife. This would allow marsh users a
direct connection to the marsh and would showcase the broad array of the site’s wildlife.
Partnerships, such as with the Mount Diablo Audubon Society, could enhance use of the map.
Figure 6 below shows an example of what an interactive map might look like.

Figure 6: Interactive Map Example
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Goals and Objectives Advanced

Goals:

Improve Community Connection
and Use of the Marsh



Objectives:



Improve perception of and
connection to the marsh by the Vine
Hill neighborhood
Increase engagement, involvement,
and sense of ownership of the marsh
by Vine Hill neighborhood and the
larger community
Establish new partnerships and
improve those that currently exist
Improve perception of the marsh by
the larger community

Challenges and Impacts
There will be costs associated with maintaining the map. The map will also require IT support
and maintenance.
Monitoring and Adaptive Management
MVSD could keep track of site visits and amount of user‐created content. Online surveys could
be utilized to solicit user feedback.
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Action 5. Expand Citizen Science Program
Permits Anticipated
No

Cost
Low

Timeline
Medium

Description
Utilize volunteers from local organizations and residents to gather information to inform
scientific studies in McNabney Marsh. For example, bird counts, fish surveys, etc. Utilize local
organizations to lead efforts to minimize workload impacts to MVSD staff. For example, MVSD
already partners with Mount Diablo Audubon Society on an avian phenology study in McNabney
Marsh which could be continued or expanded under this action. Other potential partners
include Diablo Valley College, Cal State East Bay, local high schools, The River Otter Ecology
Project, New Leaf Academy, and others.
Goals and Objectives Advanced

Goals:

Improve Community Connection
and Use of the Marsh



Objectives:



Improve perception of and
connection to the marsh by the Vine
Hill neighborhood
Increase engagement, involvement,
and sense of ownership of the marsh
by Vine Hill neighborhood and the
larger community
Establish new partnerships and
improve those that currently exist
Improve perception of the marsh by
the larger community

Challenges and Impacts
This action will require coordination with local non‐profits and sharing of data, which could be a
significant effort for MVSD to undertake.
Monitoring and Adaptive Management
Evaluate program post‐implementation, perform surveys of volunteers, weigh cost of MVSD
time versus information gained.
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Action 6. Improve Relationship with East Bay Regional Parks
Permits Anticipated
No

Cost
Low

Timeline
Short

Description
EBRPD owns 69 acres of McNabney Marsh as well as 129 acres of adjacent uplands. Through an
existing agreement signed in 2000, MVSD was given full management responsibility for the
wetlands. This is a critical partnership to ensure the continued management and maintenance of
the site. Strengthening this relationship will help to facilitate marsh management, improve
public access and recreational opportunities, and enable long‐term habitat and access
enhancement actions. EBRPD is the primary landowner of nearly all the undeveloped shoreline
in McNabney Marsh. Therefore, improvements to the transition zone and accommodations for
sea level rise could be made in these areas. The partnership would be improved by holding
regular meetings between the two agencies and/or EBRPD engagement in existing PSWAC
meetings.
Goals and Objectives Advanced

Goals:

Improve Community Connection
and Use of the Marsh


Objectives:

Establish new partnerships and
improve those that currently exist

Challenges and Impacts
Improving the relationship with EBRPD will require additional staff time for coordination and
meeting attendance.
Monitoring and Adaptive Management
Not applicable.
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Action 7. Improve Trail Network
Permits Anticipated
Possibly

Cost
Low to Moderate

Timeline
Medium

Description
Existing trails are high on the hill within the EBRPD property and along the paved MVSD access
road. Additional trails closer to the water on the EBRPD parcel would provide an enhanced trail
user experience and broaden public appeal of the site (Figure 7). A boardwalk could be included
to bring users closer to the wetland. A direct trail connection to the Vine Hill neighborhood
could enhance resident's connection to and ownership of the marsh.

Figure 7: Potential Trail Alignments
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Goals and Objectives Advanced

Goals:

Improve Community Connection
and Use of the Marsh


Objectives:

Provide higher quality public access
and use especially for Vine Hill
community.

Challenges and Impacts
Establishing new trails will require coordination with EBRPD and may need to conform to their
requirements. New trails could have impacts to wildlife and habitats during construction, and
could bring trail users into sensitive habitats and in closer proximity to sensitive species. As part
of the trail planning process, MVSD, EBRPD, and key stakeholders will include avoidance and
minimization measures to proactively protect sensitive wildlife and habitats from trail impacts.
Measures may include seasonal trail closures, limits and/or prohibitions on pet usage, and
exclusion fencing. MVSD and EBRPD will need to reach agreement on how to address the
additional maintenance and management of the added trails.
Additional access points may require easements or rights of entry. They also may create issues
with parking, vandalism, and trash. This will require coordination with landowners including but
not limited to EBRPD and the Vine Hill neighborhood.
Monitoring and Adaptive Management
Even with the measures described above, trails could impact wildlife and/or habitat. Trail usage
and impacts to wildlife could be monitored. If usage or impacts are excessive, additional
adaptive management measures could be implemented. If impacts are less than anticipated,
measures could be reduced.
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Action 8. Provide Public Access at Existing Lot on Waterfront Road
Permits Anticipated
Possibly

Cost
Moderate

Timeline
Medium/Long

Description
Waterfront Road experiences heavy traffic from all over the region, yet affords no marsh access.
Consider the addition of safe parking areas, trails, and signs to provide access from Waterfront
Road. These additions could significantly increase awareness of and public access to McNabney
Marsh. Potential location and layout of a parking lot on Waterfront Road are shown (Figure 8).

Figure 8: Potential Location and Layout of Parking Lot on Waterfront Road.
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Goals and Objectives Advanced

Goals:

Improve Community Connection
and Use of the Marsh



Objectives:



Improve perception of and
connection to the marsh by the Vine
Hill neighborhood
Increase engagement, involvement,
and sense of ownership of the marsh
by Vine Hill neighborhood and the
larger community
Establish new partnerships and
improve those that currently exist
Improve perception of the marsh by
the larger community

Challenges and Impacts
The dilapidated gravel lot at this existing location will need to be improved to accommodate
public access. The existing surface is gravel, the depth of which is unknown, and the site is
overgrown with weeds. There are underground utilities in the vicinity that may need to be
protected from vehicle traffic. Maintenance access to these utilities will \ need to be provided.
Access easements or permissions may be required from utility owners, County Transportation,
Tesoro and/or other land or easement holders. Also, design requirements for ingress and egress
may limit MVSD’s ability to implement this action.
Cars and trucks travel at a high rate of speed on Waterfront Road and safe ingress and egress to
the parking lot will need to be provided for users. Increased usage or improvements could have
impacts to wildlife and habitats in the immediate vicinity. Responsibility for maintenance of the
parking lot and associated facilities will need to be addressed. Illegal dumping already occurs
occasionally at this location. Given its location on the route to Republic Services Contra Costa
Transfer Station, illegal dumping could become more problematic. Vandalism and crime could
also become issues at the new lot.
Monitoring and Adaptive Management
Usage and impacts to wildlife could be monitored. If usage or impacts are excessive, adaptive
management measures could be implemented. Possible adaptive management measures
include seasonal lot closures, limits on pet usage, exclusion fencing, and automatic or manual
access control gates.
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Action 9. Improve Relationship with Republic Services
Permits Anticipated
No

Cost
Low

Timeline
Short

Description
Republic Services manages the Contra Costa County Transfer and Recovery Station at the end of
Waterbird Way. Republic Services currently organizes trash clean‐up days two times per week as
staffing and weather allow. Improving MVSD’s relationship with Republic Services could
facilitate additional trash clean up events, trash fence erection, and other mutually beneficial
opportunities. Presently, MVSD utilizes inserts in Republic Services ratepayer bills to promote
MVSD activities in McNabney Marsh.
Goals and Objectives Advanced

Goals:

Improve Community Connection
to and Use of the Marsh


Objectives:

Establish new partnerships and
improve those that currently exist

Challenges and Impacts
Improving the relationship with Republic Services will require additional staff time for
coordination.
Monitoring and Adaptive Management
Not applicable.
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Action 10. Organize Trash Clean Up Days
Permits Anticipated
No

Cost
Low

Timeline
Short

Description
McNabney Marsh's location along the route to the Contra Costa County Transfer and Recovery
Station and Highway 680 increases the amount of trash in the marsh. Cleanups will improve
marsh health, help Martinez and Contra Costa County meet the regulatory requirement to
achieve "zero trash in the Bay by 2022", and help promote citizen responsibility for watershed
health. Volunteers would be recruited and/or organizations would be hired (such as the
California Conservation Corps) to clean up trash in and around McNabney Marsh on a regular
basis. Expansion of existing cleanup efforts would help facilitate this action, as would expanding
partnerships with organizations such as Republic Services, the Contra Costa County Resource
Conservation District, and Caltrans.
Goals and Objectives Advanced

Improve Community Connection
and Use of the Marsh

Goals:



Objectives:


Increase engagement, involvement,
sense of ownership of marsh by Vine
Hill neighborhood and the larger
community
Reduce trash in marsh

Improve Marsh Health


Reduce trash in marsh

Challenges and Impacts
Organizing a trash clean up event could require significant staff time and funding. Safety of
workers would need to be addressed when working near traffic or water. Wildlife and habitats
could be impacted by clean‐up workers.
Monitoring and Adaptive Management
Impacts to wildlife could be monitored during clean up events. If impacts are excessive, adaptive
management measures could be implemented. Possible adaptive management measures are
included in the following list:
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

Schedule clean ups seasonally to limit impacts during nesting or breeding seasons.
Focus clean up in areas that avoid impacts.
Provide safety stewards or safety devices to protect volunteers and workers near hazards.
Utilize workers with safety training instead of volunteers.
Time clean ups when traffic is minimal.
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Action 11. Organize Native Planting Days
Permits Anticipated
No

Cost
Low

Timeline
Short

Description
Utilize volunteers to plant native plants and remove invasive species. Focus on areas near public
access or where work is needed most. Invite members from the Vine Hill neighborhood and
surrounding communities to increase local stewardship and education about the marsh.
Develop partnerships with organizations such as the California Native Plant Society, the Diablo
Valley College Horticulture Department, Contra Costa County Resource Conservation District,
Save the Bay, California Conservation Corps, Point Blue's Students and Teachers Restoring a
Watershed (STRAW) Program, and local Master Gardeners.
Goals and Objectives Advanced

Improve Community Connection
and Use of the Marsh

Goals:



Objectives:

Increase engagement, involvement,
sense of ownership of marsh by Vine
Hill neighborhood and the larger
community

Improve Marsh Health






Enhance transition zone habitat
Increase native species diversity.
Enhance habitat for marsh‐
dependent special status species such
as SMHM, CBR, and WPT
Control invasive plant species

Challenges and Impacts
Organizing a planting event could require significant staff time and funding. Safety of workers
would need to be addressed when working near traffic or water. Wildlife and habitats could be
impacted by planting activities. Plantings may require irrigation and maintenance until
established. Planting could affect how wildlife uses the marsh if the vegetation community is
changed significantly.
Monitoring and Adaptive Management
Impacts to wildlife could be monitored during and after planting events. If impacts are
excessive, adaptive management measures could be implemented. Possible adaptive
management measures are included in the following list:
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

Schedule plantings seasonally to limit impacts during nesting or breeding seasons.
Provide safety stewards or safety devices such as temporary fences to protect workers near
hazards.
Provide safety training to workers or volunteers.
Time plantings when traffic is minimal.
Spread out timing of plantings over several seasons or years. Adjust scope of planting based
on successes and failures.
Monitor plant success and changes to the vegetation and wildlife community over time.
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Action 12. Develop and Implement a Weed Management Plan
Permits Anticipated
No

Cost
Low/Med

Timeline
Short/Med

Description
To date, very little management of invasive plant species has occurred in McNabney Marsh.
Several weed species, including perennial pepperweed (Lepidium latifolium), are abundant and
spreading rapidly. Controlling invasive species requires constant effort and often includes
prioritization to treat novel infestations, or weeds of particular management concern. These
weeds, applicable control methods, and the range of conditions where each control method is
appropriate, should be identified in a comprehensive weed management plan.
Once the plan has been crafted, implementation is key to maintaining and potentially increasing
native plant diversity on the site. The weed management plan should include a framework for
evaluating how species targeted for control are impacting and/or benefitting native species of
plants and animals. If a targeted invasive species is offering a benefit to a desirable native
species, the management plan should include provisions to ensure that habitat functions and
values are not lost. Plan implementation would likely include a variety of control techniques
including, but not limited to, hand removal, chemical control, and strategic native plantings to
outcompete targeted weeds. Best management practices for controlling each species should be
identified, well‐researched, and incorporated to clearly guide implementation practices. Specific
techniques such as hand removal and native plantings could be employed by supervised
volunteers, providing community engagement and stewardship opportunities for a variety of
stakeholders.
Goals and Objectives Advanced

Goals:

Improve Community Connection
and Use of the Marsh


Objectives:

Increase engagement, involvement,
sense of ownership of marsh by Vine
Hill neighborhood and the larger
community

Improve Marsh Health


Control invasive plant species

Challenges and Impacts
Formulating and implementing a weed management plan will require staff time and funding.
Implementation could impact wildlife and habitats in unexpected and unforeseen ways. This
could include off‐target impacts of herbicide control. Another example might be a non‐native
plant species providing nesting habitat for native birds. If the non‐native plant is eliminated
without providing equivalent replacement habitat, the native bird population could suffer. Land
managers must commonly make decisions about invasive species control in conjunction with or
in advance of extensive research into control methods, and must weigh the potential impacts of
the invasive species against potential impacts to native species, or the consequences of inaction.
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Monitoring and Adaptive Management
Prior to implementation, consultation with a specialist or multiple specialists should be
considered to minimize risk of adverse impacts. Impacts to wildlife and habitats could be
monitored before and after implementation. Application rates, timing, and areas could be
adjusted to accommodate adaptive management. Increased use of artificial nesting structures
and/or equivalent native plant species could offset any loss in bird nesting habitat for some
species.
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Action 13. Comply with Existing NPDES Obligations
Permits Anticipated
No

Cost
Low

Timeline
Short

Description
McNabney Marsh is subject to monitoring and maintenance required as part of MVSD’s NPDES
permit. The NPDES permit requires MVSD to develop a management plan for McNabney Marsh
and to review it annually. The water quality constituents shown in Table 4 must be monitored
quarterly at three stations within McNabney Marsh as shown in Figure 9.

RSW‐004
RSW‐001

RSW‐002

Figure 9. Map of Monitoring Stations in McNabney Marsh
Table 4: Water Quality Monitoring Constituents
Constituent
pH
Phosphorus, Total
Temperature
Dissolved Oxygen
Ammonia
Dissolved Sulfides
Organic Nitrogen, Total Salinity
Nitrate
Hardness
Nitrite
Standard Observations
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Goals and Objectives Advanced

Improve Marsh Health

Goals:
Objectives:



Meet regulatory requirements

Challenges and Impacts
The NPDES permit specifies the monitoring locations. The specific locations within McNabney
Marsh can sometimes be difficult to access and occasionally are quite shallow. Inclement
weather can make sampling difficult in the marsh. If significant changes to the Management
Plan are required in the future, it could be time consuming and/or costly.
Monitoring and Adaptive Management
Adjust sampling techniques or location (if allowed by the Regional Water Board) to ensure
reproducible testing procedures. An annual review of monitoring data may be required to
identify trends and outliers that may indicate changes in marsh health.
It is not anticipated that changes to the Management Plan will be necessary as part of the
mandatory annual review. If MVSD deems changes to be necessary, they may be incorporated
into the document with an addendum. A log of addenda should be kept with the document
along with all addenda in their entirety.
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Action 14. Coordinate Grazing Plan with EBRPD
Permits Anticipated
No

Cost
Low

Timeline
Short

Description
Coordinate with EBRPD on grazing planning and implementation to ensure maximum benefits
and minimum impacts to native species. Ensure that grazing intensity is low enough to minimize
sediment and nutrient runoff into McNabney Marsh and reduce water quality impacts. A critical
first step is understanding the grazing regime on Waterbird Regional Preserve, immediately to
the East of McNabney Marsh. If one does not already exist, a grazing plan may be necessary to
set grazing timing and intensity to benefit water quality, assist in controlling invasive plants, and
enhance native species diversity. Fencing may need to be added, removed, or modified to
accommodate grazing goals.
Goals and Objectives Advanced

Improve Marsh Health

Goals:

Objectives:





Increase native species diversity.
Improve water quality
Establish new partnerships and
improve those that currently exist.

Challenges and Impacts
Cattle grazing can denude vegetation and increase erosion, causing runoff of sediment and
nutrients into the marsh. Favored forage species can be severely overgrazed. Consequently,
grazing could adversely impact wildlife and habitats if not properly managed. Depending on
grazing plan status, MVSD may need to work closely with EBRPD to implement this action, which
could require staff time and funding. Additional fencing could also be required to manage
grazing timing and intensity, which could have impacts to species and wildlife and would also
need to be coordinated with EBPRD.
Monitoring and Adaptive Management
Impacts to wildlife and habitats could be monitored before, during, and after grazing to evaluate
impacts. Fencing layout could be adjusted permanently or seasonally utilizing temporary
fencing. Water quality could be monitored to assess grazing impact.
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Action 15. Develop a Fish Management Plan
Permits Anticipated
No

Cost
Low

Timeline
Short

Description
Little is known about the current richness, abundance, distribution, and seasonality of fish
populations in McNabney Marsh. Fish play a number of key roles in wetland and aquatic
ecosystems, including eating mosquitos and providing forage for larger fish, birds, and mammals
such as river otters. Invasive species such as carp can reduce water quality, impact wetland
vegetation communities, and outcompete and/or prey on native species.
Studies of the Peyton Slough and McNabney Marsh system completed prior to tidal
reintroduction document the dominance of non‐native species and highlight conditions that can
be harmful to aquatic life. Hager and Demgen (1987) conducted monthly otter trawls and seines
of upper Peyton Slough in 1986‐1987 and found 12 species, of which 7 were native, though non‐
native species were present in much greater abundance. They also surveyed Peyton Slough and
nearby reference marshes and found that McNabney Marsh’s levels of nitrate, un‐ionized
ammonia, and dissolved oxygen were documented at levels potentially harmful to aquatic life.
Despite these values, they did not find significant differences in fish or invertebrate assemblages
relative to reference sloughs.
Koehler (2004) surveyed McNabney Marsh in 1999 and 2001 and found the highest species
diversity among sites he surveyed, with 6 native and 14 introduced species. However, he
observed partial to complete mortality during his sampling. This was attributed to high
temperatures, high algae abundance, and restricted flow resulting from near complete closure
of the water control structure to Peyton Slough. The greatest mortality was among species
lacking a swim bladder and benthic species. He also observed evidence of multiple native and
non‐native species reproducing within McNabney Marsh.
URS (2009) documented pre‐ and post‐tidal reintroduction with fish sampling events completed
in 2008 and 2009. They documented a shift in both native and non‐native species present within
McNabney Marsh following tidal reintroduction. They also documented low dissolved oxygen in
some locations in McNabney Marsh, particularly at deeper sampling points.
Tide gate operation, tidal prism, elevation, and circulation will all influence fish species diversity
and longevity within McNabney Marsh. Fish populations should be considered in evaluating
management strategies and proposed actions. An initial step would be to perform fish surveys
to determine species composition, richness, and abundance, with concurrent collection of key
water quality parameters such as dissolved oxygen. This could be done utilizing citizen science
or educational institutes to control cost. Once fish populations are better understood both
within McNabney Marsh itself and relative to the fully tidal reach of Peyton Slough, MVSD can
determine whether any targeted management actions are warranted.
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Goals and Objectives Advanced

Improve Marsh Health

Goals:
Objectives:



Increase native species diversity.

Challenges and Impacts
Establishing a fish monitoring plan would require MVSD staff time and funding. Fish populations
can be difficult and expensive to characterize and could result in take of native and/or sensitive
species. Once populations are evaluated, MVSD will need to determine whether a management
plan is warranted. If a management plan is formulated, it may be expensive and difficult to
implement. Management methods would be limited since the system is tidal and hydrologically
connected to Peyton Slough and Suisun Bay. Methods employed could have unexpected impacts
to wildlife (such as river otter or other fish species).
Monitoring and Adaptive Management
Fish populations are likely to change in McNabney Marsh over time as populations in
surrounding waters change. Fish monitoring could be conducted at a variety of intervals to
inform MVSD about population dynamics in McNabney Marsh.
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Action 16. Aerate the South Marsh
Permits Anticipated
Possibly

Cost
Low to Moderate

Timeline
Short

Description
The southern section of McNabney Marsh can experience algal blooms in the early summer to
late fall due to poor water quality. This is due to the small tidal prism the site experiences along
with other contributing factors as discussed previously in this document. Aeration is a common
technique for improving water quality by stabilizing and increasing dissolved oxygen levels.
Aeration may be achieved by spraying water, diffusing air into the water, or rapid mixing of
water over a grid. All these techniques have advantages and disadvantages from a cost,
maintenance, effectiveness, and environmental impact standpoint. Aeration has the potential to
improve habitat for native fish and wildlife by reducing algae blooms and dissolved oxygen
crashes. Figure 10 indicates one potential location for an aeration grid that is situated to address
odor concerns from the Vine Hill neighborhood and one of the most stagnant areas of the
marsh.

Figure 10: Potential Location of Aeration in the South Marsh.
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Goals and Objectives Advanced

Goals:

Improve Marsh Health

 Reduce frequency and intensity of
harmful and/or odiferous algal blooms
Objectives:
 Improve water quality
Challenges and Impacts
The installation and operation of an aeration system could impact wildlife and habitats. Some
construction would be required to install the system and the aeration equipment itself could
create visual and auditory disturbances. Maintenance of the aeration equipment will have
associated impacts and costs. Aeration could cause odors during start up for short periods of
time. Aeration could affect wildlife and vegetation patterns.
Monitoring and Adaptive Management
Impacts to wildlife and habitats could be monitored before, during, and after implementation to
evaluate impacts. Permanent or periodic monitoring of dissolved oxygen levels, chlorophyll
levels, and/or algae extents could be utilized to gauge the effectiveness of the system. Changes
to the aeration system could be made to account for undesirable impacts such as adjustment of
aeration rates, changing the location of the aerators, and varying the times when the system is
utilized.
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Action 17. Erect Trash Fencing
Permits Anticipated
Possibly

Cost
Moderate

Timeline
Short/Medium

Description
Trash is unsightly and can lower the aesthetic value for many habitats including wetlands.
Everyday items such as soda cans and plastic bottles can be deadly for wildlife. Fish, birds, and
other animals can ingest small plastic pieces and plastic bags that look like food. These items can
cause malnutrition, impactions, and death. There is a high concentration of trash in McNabney
Marsh due to its proximity to the Contra Costa County Transfer and Recovery Station, the ACME
green waste landfill, and Highway 680. Although illegal dumping is an ongoing problem along
Waterfront Road, MVSD staff believes that the majority of accumlated trash in the wetland is
due to uncovered private vehicles and improperly covered commercial vehicles.
Republic Services provides twice weekly pickups, but there is still a large amount of trash that
finds its way into the marsh. The installation of a trash fence along the marsh perimeter could
keep the vast majority of trash out of the marsh, (Figure 12). Additionally, the trash fence will
help Martinez and Contra Costa County agencies meet the regulatory requirement to achieve
"zero trash in the Bay by 2022", encouraging the development of partnerships and stewardship
programs that may help implement this Action.

Figure 11: Potential Layout of Trash Fencing
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Improve Marsh Health

Goals:
Objectives:



Reduce trash in marsh

Challenges and Impacts
Construction of a trash fence will require coordination between multiple agencies and will
require staff time and funding. Ownership and maintenance responsibility for the trash fence
will need to be addressed. Wildlife passage will be affected and must be considered when
choosing a fence design. Trash that accumulates against the fence will need to be picked up
routinely. Construction of the fence would be located along the edge of the marsh and has the
potential to impact wildlife and habitats.
Monitoring and Adaptive Management
The amount of trash captured by the fence should be measured after construction. This will
allow MVSD to quantify the benefit of the fence. Areas with a history of wildlife crossing could
be monitored with wildlife cameras or equivalent to determine how trash fencing is affecting
wildlife. This monitoring could be developed into an effective citizen science program.
Adaptive management measures could include adding wildlife portals through the fence or
modifying the fence design in certain areas where wildlife passage is being impacted. Sections of
fence could be removed if it was determined to be an impediment to wildlife movements.
Additional fencing could be constructed to “herd” wildlife towards existing safe road crossings,
and safe wildlife crossings could be constructed.
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Action 18. Raise Marsh Elevations
Permits Anticipated
Yes

Cost
High

Timeline
Medium/Long

Description
This is the action that speaks most directly to MVSD’s vision of a system dominated by
vegetated marsh. Currently, McNabney Marsh is dominated by open water due to land
subsidence and insufficient water management infrastructure. The resulting “bathtub” (see
Figure 13) prevents the establishment of desirable wetland vegetation, such as pickleweed, that
provides critical habitat for the SMHM and other wetland species. Low tide drainage is
insufficient to expose mudflats, which provide crucial foraging habitat for shorebirds. The
“bathtub” contributes to low dissolved oxygen levels and poor water quality that impacts fish
and the birds and mammals that feed on them.
More acres of open water means a greater area in which algal blooms can occur. Larger algal
blooms result in more dissolved oxygen depletion, more harm to fish and other aquatic
organisms, and more odors. Vegetated marsh, especially in the southern section, would reduce
the water surface area and the likelihood of algal blooms.
To effectively improve McNabney Marsh’s functions and values and address the issues above,
water depths must be reduced. Vegetated marsh, especially in the south end, would reduce the
water surface area and the likelihood of algal blooms. One way to raise the marsh to elevations
suitable for colonization by wetland vegetation is to import material from upland and marine
sources. The marsh’s proximity to major highways and county roads would be favorable for
truck transportation of upland fill to the site. The adjacent Carquinez Strait and the regular
dredging that occurs in that area could be a source of beneficially re‐used dredge sediment. It is
not uncommon for projects that accept upland fill or dredge sediment to collect a fee to offset
project costs.

Figure 12: Illustration showing how increasing marsh elevations will increase vegetated marsh habitat
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Improve Marsh Health

Goals:

Objectives:

Create a marsh complex system
dominated by vegetated marsh,
rather than open water

Challenges and Impacts
Soft marsh soils underlay the site and routes would need to be developed for truck access. A
pipeline alignment would need to be identified to receive hydraulic dredge material.
Construction impacts from both of these activities could be significant. Initial planning costs
could be high. After material is initially brought in and shaped, differential settlement may
occur.
As mentioned earlier in the report, MVSD does not have full control of the tide gate and the
current UPRR Bridge limits low tide drainage. Even if marsh elevations are raised, MVSD’s water
and vegetation management may continue to be impaired if these issues are not addressed.
Furthermore, sea level rise will likely further inhibit the ability of the marsh to drain and will
raise water levels in McNabney Marsh. If this becomes a reality, excessive water depths could
persist even if marsh elevations are raised and water management infrastructure is improved.
Alternatively, by managing for lower water levels alone, flooding would be even more
exacerbated as sea level rises and draining the site becomes increasingly limited to low tide
conditions.
Monitoring and Adaptive Management
Imported material needs to be to tested for contaminants and possibly amended to facilitate
plant growth. If the amount of open water habitat is reduced, it could impact species dependent
upon it. Therefore, impacts to species should be monitored and measures should be taken to
offset these impacts. Fills will need to be monitored for settlement to ensure final grades are
achieved. High areas without vegetation may be subject to invasion by non‐native plants. A
weed control program could be implemented to adapt to changing conditions.
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Action 19. Install a Recirculation Pump in the South Marsh
Permits Anticipated
Yes

Cost
Moderate to High

Timeline
Medium/Long

Description
The southern section of McNabney Marsh can experience algal blooms in the early summer to
late fall due to poor water exchange and stagnation. This is due to the small tidal prism the site
experiences along with other contributing factors as discussed previously in this document.
Water circulation will increase oxygen content and reduce residence time, decreasing stagnation
and improving water quality. A recirculation pump could be constructed near the MVSD outfall
into McNabney with a pipeline or ditch to the south marsh as shown in Figure 11. Pumps would
be run during the late summer or other times of the year when water quality is of concern.
Exclusion devices such as a trash rack or fish screens may be necessary to protect both the
pump and fish from harm. Recirculating water has the potential to improve habitat for native
fish and wildlife by reducing algae blooms and unexpected or dangerous decreases in dissolved
oxygen levels.

Figure 13: Potential Recirculation Pump Layout
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Improve Marsh Health

Goals:

Objectives:

Reduce frequency and intensity of
harmful and/or odiferous algal
blooms
 Improve water quality

Improve Water Management


Increase circulation

Challenges and Impacts
The installation and operation of a recirculation system could impact fish, wildlife, and habitats.
Maintenance of the equipment will have associated impacts and costs. Power would need to be
provided to the pump station, as would access for maintenance. If a ditch was used to convey
water to the southern section, it would require routine maintenance such as vegetation clearing
and re‐grading. If a pipeline were constructed, it would require minimal inspection and
maintenance. This would be a significant construction project, requiring substantial planning
and design.
Monitoring and Adaptive Management
Impacts to wildlife and habitats could be monitored before, during, and after implementation to
evaluate impacts. Changes to the recirculation system could be made to account for undesirable
impacts such as adjustment of water flow rates and varying the times when system is utilized.
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Action 20. Automate Tide Gate Structure
Permits Anticipated
No

Cost
Moderate

Timeline
Short

Description
This action would modify the tide gate structure to allow for computer programmed gate operation. It
would allow greater operation precision, reduced flooding risk, and create a more natural tidal cycle.
This would be achieved by improving water level sensing capabilities on the north and south side of the
tide gate structure and adding telemetry equipment. Remote communication between the tide gate
structure and the cloud will be established to allow remote access and control of the tide gate. The
computerized operation of the gates would be programmed with similar rules to those in Table 5.
Table 5: Conceptual Automatic Tide Gate Operation
North Tide Gate
Operation
Water Level
Full Tidal – Open all
‐
Gates
Flood Control – Close
‐
all gates
Active Discharge –
Less than South
Open all gates

South Tide Gate
Water Level

McNabney Water
Level*

‐

Below 1.0’

‐
Greater than north

Equal to or above
1.0’
Equal to or above
1.0’

*Conceptual Elevations are in NGVD29, feet.

Existing water control gates may need to be modified or replaced to achieve desired management. It is
anticipated that little increase in tidal prism to McNabney Marsh will be realized with this Action, but
the tidal prism on the north side of the railroad will be significantly improved and easier to manage.
Automation should negate the need to “pop” the gates (see description in Existing Management
Regime) relieving a significant management burden. If the UPRR Bridge replacement project moves
forward, this Action will complement the benefits of that project by maximizing the tidal range while
reducing flood risk.
Regulators have made clear that their desire is for the system to function as naturally as possibly. At first
glance, automating the tide gate structure could be perceived as moving away from a natural system.
However, more manipulation of the tide gate structure (as described in this Action) will produce a more
natural hydraulic regime for the system.
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Goals and Objectives Advanced

Improve Marsh Health

Goals:


Objectives:



Enhance habitat for marsh‐
dependent special status species
such as SMHM, CBR, and WPT
Increase tidal prism

Improve Water Management




Improve water management
capabilities
Improve control of tide gates
Maintain/enhance protection for
Waterfront Road and other
surrounding infrastructure

Challenges and Impacts
This action will require significant coordination and funding. Construction could cause impacts
to habitats and species. Regular maintenance will be required to ensure the system is
functioning properly. Affected landowners will need to agree on a water regime that meets
theirs and others’ needs.
Monitoring and Adaptive Management
During set up of the system, water levels and resultant gate actions will need to be confirmed to
ensure that water elevations are correct and that no utilities are impacted. Equipment should be
maintained per the manufacturer’s recommendations. Habitats on the north and south side of
the UPRR rail line should be monitored, as they will experience a change in tidal range. This can
be achieved by performing channel cross sections and photo monitoring for changes in
vegetation. Pickleweed coverage should specifically be monitored, as it is an important
requirement of the Peyton Slough Remediation project. When the system is first brought online,
gates should be opened progressively over the course of several days and resultant water levels
and currents monitored. This will help limit potential damage from unforeseen consequences.
If results are undesirable, then the operating regime can be changed easily to manage the gates
using a different scheme. Only three of the five gates are actively managed. Additional water
control may be achieved by replacing the two un‐automated Nekton gates with powered gates.
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Action 21. Replace UPRR Railroad Bridge/Culvert
Permits Anticipated
Yes

Cost
High

Timeline
Medium

Description
Currently, the UPRR Bridge/Culvert over Peyton Slough prevents adequate drainage of
McNabney Marsh and areas south of the rail line (Figure 14). By lowering and/or widening the
culvert opening, the tidal prism would be significantly increased on the south side of the rail line
(Figure 15). The railroad culvert could also be modified to allow for better aquatic and terrestrial
wildlife passage. MVSD is the lead agency on this project.

Figure 14: Existing UPRR Bridge

Figure 15: Conceptual Design of Proposed UPRR Bridge
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Improve Marsh Health

Goals:


Improve Water Management


Increase tidal prism

Objectives:



Improve water management
capabilities
Increase circulation.

Challenges and Impacts
The UPRR rail line is a busy line and construction will disrupt rail traffic. A shoe fly (i.e. detour)
may need to be used to maintain rail traffic during construction, increasing the construction
footprint, impacts, and costs. Coordination with UPRR will be time consuming and difficult.
Flows to and from McNabney Marsh will be affected during construction, likely impacting the
MVSD discharge and marsh habitat. The change in tidal prism could affect surrounding habitats,
species, and utilities (HDR, 2014 and PSWAC presentation on July 20, 2016). If feasible, the
completed project should be brought online slowly over the course of several days and resultant
water levels and currents monitored. This will ensure that negative unforeseen consequences
are limited.
Monitoring and Adaptive Management
Monitoring the success of the project in terms of tidal prism, habitat, and flood protection will
be necessary. Due to increased flows, erosion may occur in areas where not experienced
previously. Erosion will need to be monitored and addressed as necessary.
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Action 22. Dredge Channels and Build/Raise Earthen Islands
Permits Anticipated
Yes

Cost
Moderate

Timeline
Medium/Long

Description
Channels within McNabney Marsh are silted in. Channels provide habitat for fish, invertebrates,
and water birds and their excavation could serve as a borrow source to construct or raise
existing islands (Figure 15). If the tidal prism in McNabney is improved, additional channels may
be necessary to convey water. Additional and higher existing islands will provide nesting,
roosting, and refuge habitat for birds and mammals. The created topographic diversity will
support diverse wetland plant establishment.

Figure 16: Potential Layout of Channels and Islands
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Improve Marsh Health

Goals:

Objectives:

Improve nesting and foraging habitat
for water birds and marsh birds

Improve Water Management



Improve water management
capabilities
Improve resilience to climate change

Challenges and Impacts
Construction will impact habitat and water quality. This could include dredging and dewatering.
Specialized equipment designed to work in soft soils or from floating equipment will be needed.
If islands are constructed at distances too far from a borrow source, transport of material across
soft soils will be necessary, and costly. Islands could create habitat for invasive weeds and be
subject to erosion from waves. Channels could change the tidal regime within the marsh, which
could cause impacts to habitats and species.
Monitoring and Adaptive Management
Impacts should be monitored during construction. Pre‐ and post‐construction topographic
surveys should be performed. Siltation and scour in channels should be measured to determine
if they are functioning as intended. Maintenance dredging can be performed as necessary to
reduce muting and create material to raise islands. Bird usage of islands, erosion, and vegetation
should be monitored. Vegetation control will be ongoing and includes weed control, seeding,
and planting. Occasional repair of islands due to erosion or subsidence should be expected and
planned for.
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Action 23. Dredge Peyton Slough
Permits Anticipated
Yes

Cost
Moderate to High

Timeline
Long

Description
Peyton Slough (south of the tide gate structure and north of the UPRR Bridge) may be
undersized and therefore contributing to tidal muting in McNabney Marsh. By deepening and/or
widening this reach of Peyton Slough, the volume of water exchanged during a normal tidal
cycle will be increased. This could be achieved by dredging Peyton Slough using either water‐
based or land‐based equipment. Dredge spoils could be beneficially re‐used to create or
enhance habitat.
This action could be undertaken as adaptive management for the UPRR Bridge replacement
project. When the UPRR project moves forward, velocities in this portion of Peyton Slough are
anticipated to increase, causing scour. This may negate the need for dredging. Alternatively, if it
is found that Peyton Slough is not readily scouring after the UPRR project is implemented,
dredging could be performed to increase tidal prism.
Goals and Objectives Advanced

Improve Marsh Health

Goals:
Objectives:



Improve Water Management


Increase tidal prism.

Increase circulation.

Challenges and Impacts
Construction will impact habitats and species. This project is not located on MVSD property and
an agreement with the landowner (EcoServices) will be required to perform this work. Some or
all of this work may be done with a hydraulic dredge, which will be difficult to mobilize in this
area. Dredging of Peyton Slough will change the tidal regime of the system and could adversely
impact habitats and species.
Monitoring and Adaptive Management
Channel cross sections could be taken after construction to determine if scour or deposition is
occurring. Vegetation and water levels could be monitored to determine if dredging the slough
is producing the anticipated tidal regime. Additional dredging or hardening of the channel may
be implemented post‐construction to address issues.
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Action 24. Improve Mt. View Sanitary District Culverts
Permits Anticipated
Yes

Cost
Low

Timeline
Medium/Long

Description
The existing MVSD culverts are appropriately sized for the current volume of water they convey
(Figure 17). However, if the tidal prism is increased in the future (for example, if the UPRR
Bridge is enlarged) they will likely restrict flows. Enlarging the culverts will increase the amount
of conveyance and reduce muting. Also, there are limited management capabilities with the
current gate configuration. The addition of a weir and combination gate on the marsh side of
the structure will provide greater management capability. The current structures are also
leaking, likely due to burrowing rodents and/or erosion, and are in need of maintenance.

Figure 17: Location Map of MVSD Culverts
Goals and Objectives Advanced

Improve Water Management

Goals:

Objectives:



Improve water management
capabilities
Increase circulation.

Challenges and Impacts
Access to the two structures is limited. Specialized equipment may be necessary. Construction
could impact sensitive species and habitat. Replacement of the pipe will require significant
excavation and a coffer dam, necessitating permits and resulting in a moderately expensive
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project. The addition of a weir and a combination gate on the marsh side of the structures may
or may not require permits. This will be a low to moderately expensive project.
Monitoring and Adaptive Management
Structures should be monitored for damage due to erosion, corrosion, burrowing animals,
beavers, rot, and equipment failure. Areas around gates should be mowed regularly to improve
visual assessment. Routine maintenance will be necessary to ensure gates and weirs are
operating properly. Weir and gate settings will need to be adjusted to achieve water
management goals of MVSD.
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Action 25. Improve Peyton Slough Levees
Permits Anticipated
Yes

Cost
Moderate

Timeline
Medium

Description
Over time, the internal Peyton Slough levees in between Waterfront Road and Highway 680
have been degraded through settlement and erosion (Figure 18). Improving these levees will
increase MVSD's ability to manage water, perform maintenance, and access their property.
These levees could be raised to the current elevation of Waterfront Road or higher. This will
allow McNabney Marsh to have a different water level or regime than the EcoServices and
Plains Terminals marshes. This would also allow for better drainage of the marsh.
Another alternative that was explored was removing these levees. However, the alternative was
abandoned as it was determined that the management opportunities provided by these levees
was too valuable to lose in the near future.

Figure 18: Location of Peyton Slough Levees
Goals and Objectives Advanced

Improve Water Management

Goals:

Objectives:



Improve water management
capabilities
Maintain/enhance protection for
Waterfront Road and other
surrounding infrastructure
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Challenges and Impacts
These levees are characterized by soft soils and habitats for sensitive species, such as SMHM
and WPT. Specialized construction equipment and techniques will need to be employed to
perform the work while minimizing impacts. These levees will need to be maintained and
repaired periodically, which could increase MVSD’s management burden.
Monitoring and Adaptive Management
Regular levee maintenance and inspection will be necessary to monitor levee settlement,
erosion, and damage from burrowing animals. Levees will need regular mowing and occasional
repair with equipment to maintain function.
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Action 26. Strengthen Relationship with County Public Works Division of Transportation
Permits Anticipated
No

Cost
Low

Timeline
Medium

Description
Contra Costa County owns Waterfront Road, which can be flooded during high water events in
McNabney Marsh. Strengthening this relationship may facilitate future projects, specifically the
raising of Waterfront Road and organizing tide gate stakeholders.
Goals and Objectives Advanced

Improve Water Management

Goals:

Objectives:



Maintain/enhance protection for
Waterfront Road and other
surrounding infrastructure
Establish new partnerships and
improve those that currently exist

Challenges and Impacts
Will require coordination with landowner and MVSD staff time.
Monitoring and Adaptive Management
Not applicable.
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Action 27. Protect Low Areas of Waterfront Road
Permits Anticipated
Yes

Cost
Moderate to High

Timeline
Long

Description
Several areas of Waterfront Road adjacent to McNabney Marsh are subject to flooding when
McNabney Marsh water levels rise (Figure 19). This Action would require working with the
property owner (Contra Costa County) to raise Waterfront Road (or protect low areas with
constructed berms.) Successfully completing this Action would bring MVSD one step closer
towards the necessary infrastructure changes necessary to allow greater tidal range in
McNabney Marsh. By raising the road and water levels in McNabney Marsh, it is anticipated that
habitat and water quality would improve.

Figure 19: Low Areas in Waterfront Road
Goals and Objectives Advanced

Improve Water Management

Goals:

Objectives:

Maintain/enhance protection for
Waterfront Road and other
surrounding infrastructure

Challenges and Impacts
Although the county has expressed some interest in raising Waterfront Road, it stated in 2016
that no money is available for the project. Some type of fundraising would likely be necessary.
Waterfront Road is a busy county road and any interruption to traffic will be significant. Building
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a berm will be less expensive than raising the road, but will impact wetlands and create
potential drainage issues. Water levels in McNabney Marsh affect a large area. A thorough
investigation of potential impacts to other infrastructure due to elevated water levels will need
to be performed. Other infrastructure may need to be modified or protected from high water.
Monitoring and Adaptive Management
If Waterfront Road is protected with a berm, storm water drainage should be monitored. If
water levels in McNabney are raised, they should be monitored to reduce unintended negative
impacts on other adjacent infrastructure. In order to avoid impacts, slowly raise water levels
iteratively and monitor impacts. A berm will require maintenance such as mowing and minor
erosion repair.
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Action 28. Enlarge Tide Gate Structure
Permits Anticipated
Yes

Cost
High

Timeline
Long

Description
The tide gate structure limits the tidal prism exchanged between McNabney Marsh and the
Carquinez Strait. Recent modeling performed by HDR (2014) corroborates this assumption. By
increasing the cross sectional area of the tide gate structure, the volume of water exchanged
during a normal tidal cycle is increased. Increasing this area could be achieved by replacing the
current structure with a larger one or by adding additional capacity to the existing structure.
Additional water control gates could be included as a part of a new structure to enhance water
management capabilities.
Goals and Objectives Advanced

Improve Water Management

Goals:
Objectives:



Increase circulation.

Challenges and Impacts
Whether capacity is added to the existing tide gate structure or a new structure is installed, this
will be a significant construction project. It will require significant planning and funding. Permits
and environmental documentation will be required. Implementation will require permission of
the owner of the tide gate structure.
Monitoring and Adaptive Management
The hydraulic performance of the McNabney Marsh system could be monitored post‐
construction to ensure design assumptions were accurate. Biological monitoring would inform
MVSD of the biological response to the project. When the enlarged tide gate is brought online, it
should be performed slowly and water levels observed closely to avoid unforeseen impacts.
Adaptive management options include adjusting the amount of water going in or out of the new
tide gate structure by changing the water control gate settings.
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Action 29. Organize Tide Gate Stakeholders
Permits Anticipated
No

Cost
Low

Timeline
Medium

Description
While the tide gate is managed by EcoServices, it provides benefit for MVSD, Caltrans, EBRPD,
Contra Costa County, Plains Terminals, the Vine Hill neighborhood, Shell Martinez Refinery,
Contra Costa Mosquito and Vector Control District, and others. By joining an existing special
district, executing a Joint Powers Authority, or forming a new special district, the structure’s
operation, maintenance, and liability would be shared by those who benefit from it. This entity
would also be responsible for maintenance of the access road, which acts as a flood protection
levee and houses the power supply for the tide gates.
The organized stakeholder group could jointly decide upon a management regime that benefits
all stakeholders. With an organized stakeholder group and consensus based management for
habitat, species, and flood protection, the tide gate structure could be managed to benefit the
Peyton Slough system as a whole. Similarly, this organized stakeholder group could work
proactively and strategically to improve resilience to climate change. Water management
capability and control of tide gates may be improved relative to current conditions depending
on the consensus management approach.
Goals and Objectives Advanced

Improve Water Management

Goals:


Objectives:





Improve water management
capabilities
Improve control of tide gates
Improve resilience to climate change
Establish new partnerships and
improve those that currently exist

Challenges and Impacts
The group of stakeholders interested in tide gate operations is large and diverse. Generating
consensus would likely prove difficult and time consuming. Forming an organization to manage
the tide gate structure could require funding from some or all of the stakeholders. Under the
status quo, MVSD makes requests to EcoServices for certain types of tide gate operations, which
EcoServices considers, but may or may not implement. EcoServices would likely lose some
decision making power if the organization was formed. DU has had discussions with Contra
Costa County Local Agency Formation Commission (LAFCO) and it was made clear that,
currently, they do not wish to form any new special districts. LAFCO suggested finding an
existing special district (such as EBRPD or Contra Costa County Flood Control District) to take on
control of the tide gate structure. Preliminary discussions with both of these entities have not
progressed far.
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Monitoring and Adaptive Management
Regular meetings could be held where the direction and structure of the organization is
discussed. Organizational and management changes could be made at these meetings.
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Action 30. Perform a Shoreline Analysis
Permits Anticipated
No

Cost
Low to Moderate

Timeline
Short

Description
McNabney Marsh and its surroundings have been protected by the tide gate structure and/or
levees for nearly 100 years. Because of this protection, a large amount of infrastructure has
been constructed in low lying areas adjacent to the marsh. Prior to increasing the water levels
within McNabney Marsh, the impacts to surrounding infrastructure must be better understood.
A thorough investigation of the McNabney Marsh shoreline and adjacent low lying areas would
include surveys of utilities, structures, topography, uses, and land ownership. This information
could be used to determine water level feasibility. Infrastructure could be relocated or
protected to accommodate increased water levels.
Goals and Objectives Advanced

Improve Water Management

Goals:

Objectives:

Maintain/enhance protection for
Waterfront Road and other
surrounding infrastructure

Challenges and Impacts
The sheer variety and quantity of infrastructure surrounding McNabney Marsh is impressive. It
will take a significant amount of on‐the‐ground survey work, combined with desktop
investigation to locate all potentially affected infrastructure. Securing partnerships in this
endeavor would help with costs and ensure a more useful product for MVSD and adjacent
property owners. On‐the‐ground investigation could impact wildlife and habitats. If
improvements are made to protect or relocate infrastructure, it will require coordination with
owners of the infrastructure and adjacent landowners. Depending on the scope of
improvements, permits and environmental documentation could be required. Construction of
improvements will likely be costly.
Monitoring and Adaptive Management
There are no monitoring actions associated with performing the shoreline study. The scope of
the study would be dependent on available funding. If improvements are performed and water
levels raised, levels should be raised over the course of several days with the impacts monitored
to ensure that improvements are performing as intended.
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Summary of Public Outreach Efforts
Involving stakeholders and the public is an important step in creating a robust management plan. For
this plan, outreach included presentations at the Peyton Slough Wetland Advisory Committee (PSWAC)
meetings, circulation of documents to the PSWAC and other stakeholders, and a public meeting held at
the MVSD Administration Building and Learning Center.
MVSD held a public meeting on May 4, 2016 and invited Peyton Slough Wetland Advisory Committee
stakeholders, Vine Hill community residents, and the general public. MVSD and DU presented the draft
goals, objectives, and proposed actions, and solicited attendee input and comments. MVSD and DU
made a separate presentation of draft goals, objectives, and proposed actions to the Peyton Slough
Wetland Advisory Committee on May 18, 2016, and provided an additional opportunity for stakeholders
to submit written comments. Comments were reviewed and changes were incorporated, where
warranted. The following is a brief discussion and analysis of the comments received from the public
meeting.
The Goals and Objectives were presented to the attendees and they were asked to complete a
worksheet summarizing their comments. The majority of respondents agreed with every objective with
the exception of “Maintain/enhance protection for Waterfront Road and other surrounding
infrastructure” and “Reduce the liability associated with operating the tide gates.” Objectives with the
highest percentage of agreement from respondents were “Reduce trash in marsh” and “Reduce odors.”
Respondents were also asked to rank objectives with a low, medium, or high priority. Objectives with
the highest priority were “Reduce harmful algae blooms”, “Reduce trash in marsh”, and “Improve
perception of marsh and connection to marsh by Vine Hill Community.” Objectives with the lowest
priority were “Provide higher quality public access and use, especially for Vine Hill Community” and
“Maintain/enhance protection for Waterfront Road and other surrounding infrastructure.” The most
commented on objective was “Provide higher quality public access and use, especially for Vine Hill
Community,” with several comments expressing concern about wildlife impacts associated with
increased public access.
The public outreach meeting also included presentation of the management actions to the attendees
and a solicitation for feedback. Actions with the highest percentage of agreement from respondents
were “Improve relationship with East Bay Parks” and “Improve relationship with Republic Services.” The
most disagreed with actions were “Monthly press releases” and “Evaluate fish populations and devise a
fish management plan.”
Respondents were also asked to rank actions with low, medium, or high priority. Actions with the
highest priority were “Comply with existing NPDES requirements”, “Organize tide gate stakeholders”,
and “Improve relationship with East Bay Parks.” Actions with the lowest priority were “Expand citizen
science program” and “Hold a photography contest.” The most commented on action was “Erect trash
fencing,” with several comments expressing concern about wildlife passage and trash reduction.
For more details, see summary data and written comments in Appendix C.
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Changes to this Document
This management plan is intended to be a living document that can be edited and adapted over time.
MVSD will review this Management Plan on an annual basis as required by its current NPDES permit
(July 1, 2016). It is not anticipated that changes to the Management Plan will be necessary as part of the
mandatory annual review. If MVSD deems changes to be necessary, they may do so by directly editing
the document or by addendum. A log of addenda should be kept with the document along with all
addenda in their entirety.
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